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BACHELOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION EXAMINATION, 2023
( 1st Year, 2nd Semester )

SPORTS MANAGEMENT

PAPER - EC - 402
Time : Three hours Full Marks : 70

Group - A

Answer the following questions (any three): 15×3=45

1. Define Management and Sports Management. State the steps of Sports Management.
Describe the principles of sports management. 3+4+8
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2. What is the role of a Sports Manager? What are the qualities that you should possess as
an Intramural Secretary? 8+7
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3. What is the meaning of Leadership? Describe different forms of Leadership. How you
prepare an administrative leader? 3+6+6
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4. What is planning? What is strategic planning? Explain the importance of Planning.
‘Objectives form the basis of controlling’ – Explain the statement with suitable example.
Write the ‘vision’ and ‘mission’ of a school sports programme. 2+2+4+3+4
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5. What is the meaning of Financial Management in Physical Education? Describe the
different steps of Budget. What are the principles of Budget? 4+5+6
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Group - B

Write short notes on (any two) : 7.5×2

6. Purpose of Sports Management
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7. Importance of Leader
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8. Controlling of School Sports Programme
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9. Criteria of a Budget
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Group - C

10. Select the correct answer and write it down on your answer script (any ten) : 1×10=10

i) Sports management is

a) an art b) a science

c) both a & b d) None of the above

ii) Funds for the sports programmes can be collected through

a) Sponsorships b) Donations/gifts

c) Funds from public sector undertakings d) All the above

iii) Which of the following is the prime objective of planning in sports?

a) Entertainment b) For physical fitness

c) Development of oneness d) All the above

iv) The basic functions of management are

a) Planning and organization

b) Directing and programme development

c) Personal management and financial management

d) All the above

v) Which one is not a form of leadership?

a) Democratic b) Autocratic

c) Reign free d) Quadrucatic

vi) To control a programme the requirement is

a) Objectives b) Setted norms

c) Evaluation d) all

vii) For making a budget the main thing is

a) objectives b) type of institution

c) source of money d) all

viii) Administration is looking for

a) future b) instant profit

c) execution of work d) only result

ix) Manager is looking for

a) long term planning b) setting objectives

c) execution of work d) control over the whole system



x) Scalar Chain is

a) hierarchy of authority b) obey the order

c) give the order d) none

xi) In the 4’M of management, the main thing is

a) Men b) Machine

c) Methods d) Money

xii) In school the main function of sports programme are

a) Revenue generation b) mass participation

c) developing the brand value d) All
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